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COMES NOW Timothy Williams ("Williams" or "Petitioner"), by and through his
counsel of record, the law firm of Jones • Gledhill • Fuhrman • Gourley, P.A., and hereby
submits his Brief on Appeal from the Judgment of the district court, entered August 7, 2013, and
from the Board of Real Estate Appraisers' Final Order entered February 27,2012.

I.
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Introduction.
This is an appeal by Petitioner Timothy Williams ("Williams") ansIng from a

professional disciplinary action brought against Williams, MAl and a licensed Idaho Real Estate
Appraiser, by the Idaho Real Estate Appraisers Board ("Board"). On or about November 8,
2007, the Idaho State Bureau of Occupational Licenses ("IBOL"), on behalf of the Board, filed a
Complaint against Williams containing nine separate counts or claims. See R. Agency, Vol. I, Tab

No.1, p. 1-14. On March 7, 2011, IBOL filed an Amended Complaint containing the same nine
counts with minor revisions to the allegations therein (the "Amended Complaint"). See R.

Agency, Vol. I, Tab No. 53, p. 1-15.
It is essential to note that no client of Williams has ever filed any complaints or

grievances against him, or testified to any qualitative or quantitative errors relating to appraisal
reports prepared by Williams. See Agency Tr. at p. 128, I. 25; p. 29, I. 1-4. (testimony of Cindy

Stephensonjlkla Cindy Rowland). To the contrary, at the trial of this matter, clients Eric Guanell,
Vice President of Voigt Development, and Dean Emanuels, MAl, VP, and Chief Appraiser at
Washington Trust Bank, testified that the appraisals performed by Williams were of the quality
and timeliness they expected and appreciated, and, in fact, they both continue to use Williams to
date despite efforts by the Knipe Janoush Knipe firm to destroy Williams' client relationships
and reputation in the community. See Agency Tr. at p. 770, I. 21-25; p. 771, l. 1-4: and p. 956, I.
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5-22.

There are further no allegations or evidence that any clients have ever incurred any

damages or been prejudiced in any way by an appraisal perfonned by Williams. See R. Agency,

Vol. J, at Tab No. 53 (Amended Complaint).
Rather the claims were initiated by Brad Janoush, a direct competitor of Williams in the
appraisal industry, Tony Onnan, a close friend of Brad Janoush (both of whom grew up together
in Mississippi), and John Dillman, a long time independent contractor appraiser with the Knipe
Janoush Knipe finn. See Agency R. Exhs. at Exhibit Nos. 100 and 800. Brad Janoush testified
that there are only 20 MAl appraisers in southern Idaho and that he does the same type of
appraisal work as Williams. See Agency Tr. at p. 200, I. 24-25; p. 201,1. 1-8.
In addition, as to the various individuals referenced in the Board's Amended Complaint,
each ultimately relate to the Knipe Janoush Knipe finn or an ex-disgruntled employee, Scott
Calhoun. Individuals testifying, either directly or indirectly through Cindy Stephenson's n/k/a
Cindy Rowland investigative report, were the principals of the Knipe Janoush Knipe, namely,
Brad Janoush, Trey Knipe, and Brad Knipe; independent contractors of the Knipe Janoush Knipe
finn, namely, John Dillman; friends of the Knipe Janoush Knipe finn, namely Tony Onnan and
Scott Calhoun; or relatives of principals of the Knipe Janoush Knipe finn, namely John Knipe,
Janie Knipe, and their agent, Becky Johnstone.
To make matters worse, the Board's Complaint and Cindy Rowland's investigative
reports were improperly forwarded to the Knipe Janoush Knipe finn by the Board, and,
thereafter, widely disbursed to witnesses, appraisers and clients throughout the industry. See R.

Agency, Vol. J, at Tab No. 13 and Tab No. 23. Thus, the credibility of testimony at trial is very
questionable after individuals read the investigative reports and then merely parroted the
infonnation set forth in the investigative reports, much of which was inaccurate.
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To compound the problems in this matter, Brad lanoush ultimately was appointed to the
Board in December 2008 and in August of 2010 was elected as Chainnan of the Board, a
position he still holds today. See R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab 88, p. 4,

~8;

Agency Tr. at p. 196, l.

15-17; and R. Vol. I, alp. 382-403. As reflected in the Board's March 21, 2011, minutes, Brad
lanoush refused to recuse himself from this matter over the recommendation of the Board's
counsel, Roger Hales, because Mr. lanoush stated that it was important for him to take a position
and he would only recuse himself as to Count One. See Agency Tr. at p. 205, l. 14-25; p. 206, I.
1-25; and p. 207, I. 1-14, and R. Vol. 1, at p. 000398-99. Thus, Mr. lanoush poisoned or created
bias in the other Board members who ultimately voted in favor of the Board's February 27, 2012,
Final Order.
The Board's Amended Complaint sets forth the following claims:
1) Count One - Williams allegedly accessed the Wells Fargo RETECHS computerized
bidding system using a competitor appraisers' name and password, and, thus, violated
Idaho Code §54-4107 (1) (c).
2) Count Two - Williams allegedly represented he had personally inspected twelve (12)
properties that were the subject of an appraisal report, but had not actually inspected
the properties, and, thus, violated Idaho Code §54-41 07 (1) (c).
3) Count Three - Williams allegedly represented he had personally inspected four (4)
properties that were the subject of an appraisal report, but had not actually inspected
the properties, and, thus, violated Idaho Code §54-41 07 (1) (c).
4) Count Four - Williams allegedly represented he had personally inspected twenty (20)
properties that were the subject of an appraisal report, but had not actually inspected
the properties, and, thus, violated Idaho Code §54-4107 (1) (c).
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5) Count Five - Williams allegedly represented he had personally inspected one (1)
property that was the subject of an appraisal report, but had not actually inspected the
properties, and, thus, violated Idaho Code §54-4l07 (I) (c).
6) Count Six - Williams allegedly failed to make available for inspection and copying
appraisal files and supporting data on a certain appraisal in violation of Idaho Code
§54-4107 (1) (d), and §54-4109 (3).
7) Count Seven - Williams allegedly failed to make available for inspection and copying
appraisal files and supporting data on two appraisals in violation of Idaho Code §544107 (1) (d), and §54-4109 (3).
8) Count Eight - Donnelly appraisal - Williams signed an appraisal report regarding
property located at West Roseberry Road in Donnelly, Idaho that was allegedly
misleading.
9) Count Nine - Fairview property appraisal - Williams signed an appraisal report
regarding the property located at 5901 W. Fairview Avenue, Boise, Idaho that was
allegedly misleading.

See R. Agency, Va!. 1, at Tab No. 53. Prior to the trial, the Board agreed to dismiss Count Nine
of the Amended Complaint. See R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 88, p. 34 and Agency Tr. at p. 9, I.
17-19. Trial was held on August 15, 16,17, and 18,2011, before the Hearing Officer David E.
Wynkoop, and on November 17, 2011, Mr. Wynkoop issued his Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Recommended Order ("Findings of Fact"). See R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 88.
Pursuant to the Findings of Fact, Mr. Wynkoop determined as follows:
Count One - Wells Fargo RETECHS Bidding System - Mr. Wynkoop found a
misrepresentation by Mr. Williams in violation ofIdaho Code §54-4l07 (1) (c).
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Counts Two, Three, Four, and Five - Alleged lack of personal inspection - Mr.
Wynkoop found a violation of Idaho Code §54-4107 (1) (c) and (e) on two appraisals, namely
the Centers Partners appraisal report in Post Falls, Exhibit 45, and the Oneida appraisal report in
Rupert, Exhibit 54, on the basis that Williams allegedly did not personally inspect these
properties when his certificate stated that he had. All the other 35 claims by the Board against
Williams in Counts Two, Three, Four, and Five were rejected by Mr. Wynkoop.
Count Six and Seven - Alleged lack of production of appraisal files - Mr.
Wynkoop found against the Board on all allegations and claims in Counts Six and Seven.
Count Eight - Donnelly Appraisal - Mr. Wynkoop found against the Board on all
allegations and claims except Mr. Wynkoop found that the appraisal report was misleading
because it allegedly reported that the sewer was across the road from the subject property.
Count Nine - Fairview Appraisal - The Board dismissed this count prior to the
trial.
In addition, as to Brad lanoush, Mr. Wynkoop determined as follows:
1) Mr. lanoush and Mr. Williams are direct competitors with many of the same clients;
2) Mr. lanoush recused himself from involvement in this matter following the Board's
March 11,2011 meeting and only after counsel advised him to do so;
3) Mr. lanoush advised Mr. Williams that he should leave town and ifMr. Williams did not,
Mr. lanoush would see to it that Mr. Williams' Idaho appraisal credentials were revoked.
4) Mr. lanoush was biased. Mr. lanoush went to great lengths to inform others of the
inappropriate RETECHS access by Mr. Williams. Mr. lanoush believed that Mr.
Williams' Idaho appraisal license should be revoked. He even went so far as to advise
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Mr. Williams to leave town and if he failed to do so, Mr. Janoush would see that Mr.
Williams' license was revoked.

See R. Agency, Vol. !I, at Tab No. 88, p. 4, 6, 8.
B.

Summary of Significant Procedural Historv

November 8, 2007

The Board's complaint is filed. See R. Agency, Vol. I, Tab No.1.

July 30, 2008

Hearing Officer Jean Uranga's Order is entered denying Respondent's
Pending Motions (i.e., Motion to Dismiss and Motion in Limine). See R.
Agency, Vol. I, Tab No. 30.

August 27,2008

Hearing Officer Jean Uranga's Order is entered denying Respondent's
Pending Motions (i.e., Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for Rule
54(b) Certification). See R. Agency, Vol. I, Tab No. 37.

November 10, 2008

The Board's order is entered. See R. Agency, Vol. 1, Tab No. 38.

November 21, 2008

Williams' Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial Review to the
District Court is filed. Ada County Case No CV OC 0822331

May 20, 2009

The Decision and Order by the Honorable Judge Duff McKee is entered
in Ada County Case No. CV OC 0822331.

June 30, 2009

Williams' Notice of Appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is filed.

September 7, 2010

The Idaho Supreme Court's Decision Remanding the Matter to the
District Court to Dismiss without Prejudice is entered. See R. Agency,
Vol. I, Tab No. 41.

March 7, 2011

Board files its Amended Complaint. See R. Agency, Vol. I, Tab No. 53.

August 15,16,17,18,
2011

Trial occurs.

November 15, 2011

Hearing Officer David E. Wynkoop enters his Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Recommended Order. See R. Agency, Vol. II, .
Tab No. 88.
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December 19, 2011

Hearing Officer David E. Wynkoop's Decision is entered regarding
Williams' Motion for Reconsideration. See R. Agency, Vol. II. Tab No.
91.

January 3,2012

Williams' Motion for Involuntary Dismissal and Motion for the Board
to not approve or adopt the Findings of Fact are filed. See R. Agency,
Vol. IL Tab No. 92.

February 27,2012

The Board's Final Order is entered. See R. Agency, Vol. II. Tab No. 96.

February 28,2012

Williams' Notice of Appeal to the District Court is filed. R. Vol. I, p.
000006-15.

May 11, 2012

Williams' Motion to Augment Record and Perform Limited Discovery;
Second Motion to Augment the Record, Third Motion to Augment the
Record; See R. Vol. L p. 000058-70; see also R. Vol. 1, p. 000071-403.

May 24,2012

Williams' Brief on Appeal is filed. See R. Vol. L at p. 000407-445.

July 2,2012

Respondents' Brief on Appeal is filed. See R. Vol. L at p. 000460-490.

July 20,2012

Williams' Reply Brief on Appeal is filed. See R. Vol. L at p. 000491504.

August 2, 2012

Board enters its Memorandum Decision and Order on Costs and Fees.
See R. Agency Record Certifications, Second Supp. to Agency Record on
Appeal, filed October 12, 2012, Attachment H.

August 17,2012

Williams files his First Amended Notice of Appeal and Petition for
Judicial Review to include the Memorandum Decision and Order on
Costs and Fees. See R. Vol. L atp. 000505-515.

November 11,2012

Williams' Brief re: Attorney Costs and Fees is filed. R. Vol. I, at p.
000516-543.

December 14,2012

Board files its Brief re Attorney Fees and Costs. R. Vol. I, at p. 000544557.

January 4,2012

Williams' Reply Briefre Attorney Fees and Costs is filed. R. Vol. I, at p.
000558-564.
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July 7, 2013

Court enters its Memorandum Decision, Order, and Appellate Judgment
affirming the Final Order of the Board as to sanction but reversing the
Board's Memorandum Decision and Order on Costs and Fees. R. Vo!. 1,
at p. 000565-597.

July 5,2013

Notice of Appeal to the Supreme Court is filed. R. Vo!. 1, at p. 000598605.

July 22,2013

Board files its Notice of Cross-Appeal. R. Vo!'l, atp. 00606-610.

August 7, 2013

District Court enters is Judgment. R. Vol. 1, at p. 000611-612.

August 8, 2013

Williams' Amended Notice of Appeal is filed. R. Vol. 1, at p. 000613620.

August 21,2013

Board's Amended Notice of Cross-Appeal
000621-626.

C.

IS

filed. R. Vol. L at p.

Witnesses.
The Board's witnesses:
1.
Cindy Stephenson (formerly known as Cindy Rowland)
2.
Brad Janoush with Knipe Janoush Knipe
3.
Tony Orman
4.
H. Scott Calhoun
5.
Becky Johnstone
6.
William Eddy
7.
Trey Knipe, Brad Knipe, and Nancy Sommerwerck with the Knipe
Janoush Knipe firm indirectly through Cindy Rowland
8.
Jody Graham
Tim Williams' Witnesses:
1.
Mike Victory
2.
Mark Bottles
3.
Andrew Owen
4.
Tim Robb
5.
Eric Guanell
6.
Richard Kriehn
7.
Shane McKown
8.
Paul Rodegheiro
9.
Dean Emanuels
10.
Tim Williams indirectly through Cindy Rowland
11.
Ted Whitmer
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D.

Exhibits.

The exhibits admitted into evidence are as follows:
Exhibit

Descripti(m . . .

.··No. ./ ',} ......~.:~;.; . . ,
45
50
52
54
100
102
104
104B
104C
1040
105
602
800

801
802

803
804
805
806
807

....

.

}i',/~ ......\

.'

Centers Partners Appraisal Report
Call Creek Appraisal Report
Harding Street Appraisal Report
Oneida Appraisal Report
January 20, 2005 Unsworn Complaint sent by Brad
Janoush
November 232005 Narrative Emailed form Sam
Langston to Cindy Rowland
July 10, 2007 Cindy Rowland Investigative Report
(Redacted)
Certifications on Appraisals
Certifications on Appraisals
Certifications on Appraisals
June 27,2007, Jody Graham Opinion Regarding
USP AP Violations
Ted Whitmer Article - "Record Keeping Required &
Practical"
Complaint filed by Tony Orman with copy of appraisal
report on 68± acre property located on W. Roseberry
Road, Donnelly, Idaho, and other documents
Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses, Cindy
Rowland Investigative Report dated 5/11/07
Appraisal on 68± acre property located at W. Roseberry
Road,
Donnelly, Idaho, provided by Respondent (IBOL
Exhibit 5, pp.1-1 02)
Portion of Respondent's work file with handwritten
notes (IBOL Exhibit 6, pp. 1-8)
Remaining portion of Respondent's work file without
any handwritten notes (IBOL Exhibit 7, pp. 1-39)
Electronic data provided by Respondent on CO (IBOL
Exhibit 8)
Mike Victory MLS listing #98181013 printed
3/2/2007 (IBOL Exhibit 10, p. 1)
List of "Donnelly Land Sales" provided by Mike
Victory (IBOL Exhibit 11, p. 1)
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

Exhibit
No.
808

810

813

SY

Description
History of MLS Listings for MLS#415419, the 63 acres
portion of 68 ±acre property located at W. Roseberry
Road, Donnelly, Idaho, request for price change and
offers to purchase, (lBOL Exhibit 9, pp. 1-6)
lody Graham's Desk Review for State of Idaho Bureau
of Occupational Licenses REA-L3-2-2007-11 (IBOL
Exhibit 13, pp. 1-13) dated 511 /07
Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses letter to
Respondent from Cindy Rowland dated December 13,
2006
lody Graham's E-Mails & Summary
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Admitted

X

X

X

X

II.

ISSUES ON APPEAL

Williams in his August 16, 2013, Notice of Appeal and Petition of Judicial Review raised
the following issues to this Court:
1.

The District Court erred in its conclusions of law;

2.

The District Court erred in determining that the Board of Real Estate Appraisers

properly delegated its authority to the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses to initiate an
investigation against Mr. Williams;
3.

The District Court erred in determining that a sworn complaint or formal motion

by the Board was not necessary to initiate an investigation into the alleged conduct of Mr.
Williams';
4.

The District Court erred in determining that the Board's findings of fact were

supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole;
5.

The District Court erred in determining that the State of Idaho met its burden of

proof on Counts 1, 2, and 8 of the Amended Complaint I;
6.

No Complaint, verified or otherwise, was ever executed, and no motion by the

Board was ever made, in relation to Count Two of the Board's Amended Complaint in violation
of Idaho Code §54-4107, the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses ("IBOL") procedures, and
the Board's adopted disciplinary procedures and policies;
7.

No verified complaint was ever executed, although unverified written complaints

were submitted, and no motion by the Board was ever made, in relation to Counts One and Eight
of the Board's Amended Complaint in violation of Idaho Code §54-4107, the Idaho Bureau of

Based upon the standard of review as set forth in Section A, below, although Appellant Williams
contends that the district court erred in its findings, the district court's findings are not altogether
inconsistent with the Board's findings and are therefore subsumed by the analysis of the issues upon
appeal from the Board's decision and order.
I
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Occupational Licenses ("IBOL") procedures, and the Board's adopted disciplinary procedures
and policies; and
8.

No deposition of Tim Williams was ever admitted into evidence, and, thus, the

finding on page 9 of the Order, first paragraph, in which it references Mr. Williams admitted
under oath "that he entered RETECHS under Mr. lanoush's user name and password," is
inappropriate;
9.

The finding in the Order on page 11, second paragraph, "that the Knipe lanoush

Knipe firm suffered a reduction of business as a direct result," is unsupported by the facts.
Pursuant to cross-examination, Brad lanoush admitted that his co-principals, Brad Knipe and
Trey Knipe could not determine that any reduction in work with Wells Fargo Bank had actually
occurred. In addition, Brad Knipe provided information to the investigator, Cindy Rowland as
reflected in Exhibit 104 on page 2, that Wells Fargo Bank assignments actually increased with
the Knipe lanoush Knipe firm during the relevant time period;
10.

There is no credible evidence from Wells Fargo Bank or any other source that

Wells Fargo Bank intended its RETECH system to be confidential and/or proprietary, or that
Tim Williams accessed the RETECH system, other than for curiosity, to gain any advantage or
benefit, or that Tim Williams ever did gain any advantage or benefit;
11.

The findings in the Order that normal protocol was for travel expenses to be

deducted off the top before the fee split between Langston Williams and an employee appraiser
is unsubstantiated by any testimony or documentation from principals of Langston Williams;
12.

In relation to the Centers Partners appraisal report, Exhibit 45, and the Oneida

appraisal report, Exhibit 54, neither appraisal report states that Tim Williams performed a
physical inspection of the subject property. Rather, both certificates state that a personal
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inspection of the property was performed. A personal inspection can encompass, but does not
have to encompass, a physical inspection of the property, the review of photographs of the
property, and/or a review of any other credible or reliable documentation about the property;
13.

In relation to the Tri-Circle appraisal, Exhibit 54, Mr. Williams only admitted to

attorney Larry Prince that he had not physically inspected the inside of the building on the
property in relation to the most recent appraisal (interior inspection was done pursuant to
photographs), but did not admit, because it is inaccurate, that he did not inspect the underlying
land, the outside of the building, and the surrounding area;
14.

In relation to the Donnelly appraisal, Exhibit 802, there is no representation in the

appraisal report that sewer was immediately available to the subject property. Rather, on page 43
of the appraisal report, a statement is simply made that the utility availability of the subject
property in comparison to the comparable sales was considered similar, and therefore no
adjustment had been applied. In addition, on the page stamped with bate number mOL #00357
of the appraisal report, utility availability of the subject property was identified as power. Thus,
because the comparable sales had similar sewer availability, no adjustments were made and no
misrepresentations occurred;
15.

Jody Graham violated USPAP and showed a bias to finding error when no error

existed in the formulation of her opinions that the Donnelly appraisal was misleading and a
violation of US PAP;
16.

The Order states that the firm of Langston Williams, Inc. formally dissolved.

However, a review of the Idaho Secretary of State records reflect that such corporation did not in
fact dissolve, but continues in existence under the name of 23rd Street, Inc.;
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17.

The State of Idaho did not meet its burden of proof on Counts 1, 2, and 8 of the

Amended Complaint;
18.

Chairman of the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers, Brad Janoush, refused to

recuse himself from deliberations with the Board on this matter, including, but not limited to, the
meeting held on March 21, 2011, in which he refused to recuse himself despite the advice of
Board legal counsel to do so. Chairman Janoush only agreed to recuse himself as to Count One
of the Board's complaint against Petitioner and fully participated as to all other counts and
claims. Thus, having been tainted by the view and opinions of Brad Janoush, the Board could not
and did not have the ability to objectively in a non-biased manner evaluate the evidence and
render a decision that was fair, equitable, and not arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion;
19.

The Board's decision to revoke the license of Tim Williams was unfounded,

arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion; and,
20.

The Board's decision to impose a $4,000.00 fine upon Tim Williams was

unfounded, arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion.
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III.

A.

ARGUMENT

Standard of Review.
The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA) governs the review of the Board's

decision to adopt the Hearing Officer's Orders.

See Lewis v. State of Idaho, Department of

Transportation, 143 Idaho 418, 421, 146 P.3d 684,687 (Ct. App. 2006). "A party aggrieved by
a final order in a contested case decided by an agency may file a petition for judicial review in
the district court." Sagewillow, Inc. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 138 Idaho 831, 835, 70 P.3d
669, 673 (2003) ). "On an appeal from the district court's decision on that petition, this Court
reviews the agency record independently of the district court's decision." Id., (citing Sanders
Orchard v. Gem County, Idaho, 137 Idaho 695, 52 P.3d 840 (2002)). "This Court does not
substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence presented." !d.;
Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) (2001). "Rather, this Court defers to the agency's findings of fact
unless they are clearly erroneous." Id. "The agency order may be overturned only where it: (a)
violates statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceeds the agency's statutory authority; (c)
was made upon unlawful procedure; (d) is not supported by substantial evidence in the record as
a whole; or (e) is arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. In addition, the order must be
upheld if substantial rights of the appellant have not been prejudiced." Id. (citing Sanders, 137
Idaho 695,52 P.3d 840; Idaho Code § 67-5279(4) (2001)). "If the order is not affirmed, it shall
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be set aside in whole or in part and the case remanded." lei. (citing Idaho Code § 67-5279 (3)(e)
(2001)).2
A party challenging an agency decision "must first illustrate that the Board erred in a
manner specified in I.e. § 67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right of [Williams] has been
prejudiced." Price v. Payette County Board 0.( County Commissioners, 131 Idaho 426,429, 958
P.2d 583, 586 (1998).

The reviewing court is "free to correct errors of law in the agency's

decision." Mercy Medical Ctr. v. Board of County Commissioners of Ada County, 146 Idaho
226, 192 P .3d 1050, 1053 (2008) (emphasis added). In addition, the reviewing court is free to
overturn the Agency on factual determinations upon a showing of a clearly erroneous decision or
an abuse of discretion. I.C. § 67-5279(3); See Jefferson County v Eastern Idaho Regional
Medical Center, 126 Idaho 392, 395,883 P.2d 1084, 1086 (Ct. App. 1994).
B.

Applicable Procedural Statutes
a.

Idaho Code §54-4107 - DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS.
(1) The board shall upon a written sworn complaint or may upon its
own motion investigate the actions of any state licensed or certified real estate
appraiser and may suspend or revoke any license or certificate issued under this
chapter for any of the following:
(c) Making any substantial misrepresentation, false promises, or false or
fraudulent representation;
(d) Violating the provisions of this chapter or any rules of the board;
(e) Being negligent or incompetent, as defined in the uniform standards of
professional appraisal practices in developing an appraisal and preparing an
appraisal report or in communicating an appraisal;
See also State, Dep't ojCommerce, Cmty. & Econ. Dev., Div. ojCorporations, Bus. & Profl Licensing
v. Wold, 278 P.3d 266, 273 (Alaska 2012) "The substantial evidence standard reflects the prudence of
deferring to a state professional board's special competence in recognizing violations of professional
standards. But we will not uphold the imposition of reputationally and economically damaging
professional sanctions based on evidence that would not permit a reasonable mind to reach the conclusion
in question." The facts and holding of Wold are particularly instructive, where, as here, the Board based
its conclusions upon speculation, lacking in any articulable standard upon which the sanction was based.
2
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b.

Idaho Code §S4-4109 - RETENTION OF RECORDS.
(1) A state license or certified real estate appraiser shall retain for at least
five (S) years originals or true copies of all written contracts engaging the services
for real estate appraisal work, and all reports and supporting data assembled and
formulated by the appraiser in preparing the reports.
(2) All records required to be maintained under the provisions of this chapter shall
be made available by the licensed or certified real estate appraiser for
inspection and copying by the board on a reasonable notice to the appraiser.
C.

The Board Erred By Failing to Determine That the Janoush Investigation and
Orman Investigation Violated Idaho Code § 54-4107 and Were Initiated Upon
Unlawful Procedure.
The nine causes of action asserted in the Board's March 7, 2011, Amended Complaint

were not based upon a written, sworn complaint or upon motion as required by the clear and
unambiguous directive of Idaho Code §S4-4107. Rather, the claims were based on the three
investigations that were conducted by IBOL in response to three non-verified complaints of
improper conduct alleged against Williams by Brad Janoush, Tony Orman, and John Dillman.
The investigations were detailed in three separate reports dated May 10 and 11, 2007, and July
11,2007. See R. Agency Exhs., at Exhibit No. 104 and No. 801. (Count Nine was withdrawn by

the Board so the investigative report was not admitted into evidence) each entitled "Investigative
Report." These Investigative Reports provided the basis for the causes of action in the Board's
Amended Complaint against Williams.
The causes of action (i.e. Counts One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, and Eight) set
forth in the Amended Complaint that were based upon the investigations conducted in response
to the January 20, 200S, letter from Brad Janoush ("Janoush Investigation") and the September
11, 2006, letter from Tony Orman (the "Orman Investigation") and should be dismissed because
the allegations were derived from an unauthorized and improper investigation conducted in
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violation of Idaho Code §54-4107 and mOL and the Board's adopted policies (i.e. "The Board
shall upon a written and swom complaint or may upon its own motion investigate the actions of
any state licensed or certified real estate appraiser. ... " Idaho Code §54-4107 (2005 version).

See R. Exhs. at Exhibit No. 100 and No. 800.
As to the issues raised hereinabove, Williams first raised this argument in his Motion to
Dismiss All Allegations Not Supported by a Swom Complaint, or Motion by the Board of Real
Estate Appraisers filed on June 13, 2008, before the assigned hearing officer, Jean Uranga in this
matter. See R. Agency, Vol. 1, at Tab No. 15. On July 30, 2008, the Hearing Officer entered her
Order rejecting Williams' argument. See R. Agency, Vol. I, at Tab No. 30. On August 6, 2008,
Williams filed a Motion for Reconsideration and on August 27, 2008, the Hearing Officer
entered her Order on Pending Motions declining to change her interpretation of Idaho Code §544107. See R. Agency, Vol. 1, at No. 32, and Tab No. 37. Williams again raised the issue with the
Hearing Officer David E. Wynkoop in his November 29,2011, Motion for Reconsideration, and
Mr. Wynkoop denied this motion in his Order on Motion for Reconsideration dated December
19, 2011. See R. Agency, Vol. IL at Tab No. 89 and Tab No. 91. Finally, Williams raised the
issue with the Board in his Motion for Involuntary Dismissal and Motion for Rejection of
Recommended Findings and Order filed on or about January 3, 2012, with the Board. See R.

Pleadings at Docket No. 92, Docket No. 93. The Board issued its Final Order on February 27,
2012, effectively denying these motions. See R. Agency, Vo!' II, at Tab No. 96.
The facts relevant for this appeal issue are straightforward. It is undisputed that the
January 20,2005, Janoush letter was not a written swom complaint and that no motion was made
by the Board to initiate the Janoush investigation. See R. Exhs. at Exhibit No.1 00 and R. Agency

Tr. at p. 123, I. 16-19 (testimony o{Cindy Rowland.) In addition, it is undisputed that the Janoush
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letter did not make any allegations or claims that later became counts two through seven of the
Board's Amended Complaint. See R. Exhs. at Exhibit No. 100. It is further undisputed that the
September 11, 2006, Orman letter was not a written sworn complaint and that no motion was
made for the Board to initiate the Orman investigation. See R. Exhs. at Exhibit No. 800, and R.
Agency Tr. at

p. 123, l. 16-19 (testimony of Cindy Rowland). Thus, there is no dispute

concerning the factual circumstances giving rise to this appeal issue. The disagreement between
the parties arises as to the legal interpretation of the requirements set forth in Idaho Code §544107 (2005 version), and thus whether the 1anoush Investigation and Orman Investigation were
lawfully commenced in accordance with Idaho law. The focus of Williams' appeal does not
concern the manner in which the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses ("IBOL") conducted
the lanoush Investigation or Orman Investigation, or even whether IBOL had authority to
conduct the investigations. Rather, this appeal asks the Court to determine whether the lanoush
Investigation and Orman Investigation were unlawfully commenced.
While Idaho Code § 54-41 06(2)( c) provides the general authority for the Board to
conduct investigations into the activities of licensed appraisers, Idaho Code § 54-4107 provides
the specific method by which the Board may initiate these investigations. Idaho Code § 54-4107
provides that certain conditions precedent must be met before an investigation can be initiated.
"The board shall upon a written sworn complaint or may upon its own motion investigate the
actions of any state licensed or certified real estate appraiser .... " I.e. § 54-4107 (2005 version)
(emphasis added).

These mandatory conditions precedent are statutory and cannot be

disregarded in light of the Board's general authority to conduct investigations. Undoubtedly, an
investigation into the business of an appraiser will have various negative effects on that appraiser
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and his or her business, and, therefore, should only be initiated when the specific conditions
precedent have been met, which safeguards the legislature enumerated in I.e. § 54-4107.
"Where two statutes appear to apply to the same case or subject matter, the specific
statute will control over the more general statute." Gooding County v. Wybenga, 137 Idaho 201,
205, 46 P.3d 18, 22 (2002). "A later more specific statute controls over an earlier or more
general statute." Beehler v. Fremont County, 145 Idaho 656,182 P.3d 713, 716 (Ct. App. 2008).
"Separate statutes dealing with the same subject matter should be construed harmoniously, if at
all possible, so as to further legislative intent." Id.
Idaho Code § 54-4107 is more specific regarding the Board's authorized investigation
process and follows after Idaho Code §54-4106(2)(c).

Idaho Code § 54-4107 provides the

specific procedure to follow before an investigation can be commenced. These statutes cannot
be construed harmoniously when the conditions precedent set forth in Idaho Code § 54-4107 are
simply ignored.
The official policies and procedures adopted by the Board and IBOL also echo the
safeguards set forth in Idaho Code § 54-4107.

Both the main website for the IBOL and the

website specific to the Idaho Board of Real Estate Appraisers provide a specific method that
must be followed, a detailed list of information that is required, and a proper form that must be
utilized in order to file a complaint against a licensed Idaho real estate appraiser:
•

Your name, home address & phone number, and your work or other daytime
phone number;

•

The name, address, phone number, and profession of the individual you
complaining about (respondent);

•

The dates and sequence of events constituting your complaint;

•

The names of any witnesses to your complaint
especially other
licensed/registered individuals you may have seen who can provide information
or give a second opinion;
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are

See

•

Any evidence in the fonn of written documents, contracts, or pictures
are fine);

•

Any other infonnation that you think would be of assistance to the investigation;

•

Your signature on the complaint fonn.

How

to

File

a

Complaint,

(copies

http://ibol.idaho.gov/IBOLIGeneraIlIBOL_Complaint_

Infonnation.htm. The IBOL and Board website further provides that "[w]e must receive your
completed and signed complaint fonn before we are able to take any action concerning your
complaint.

Upon receipt of your completed fonn, we will assess the infonnation you have

provided and begin the appropriate investigative procedures." Id.
The safeguards within the Board's adopted complaint policy discourage the filing of a
complaint against a licensed appraiser without meeting the numerous requirements outlined
above. A complainant is required to provide specific details and evidence and sign the sworn
complaint fonn before the allegations against a licensed appraiser will even be considered. The
detail necessary in a written sworn complaint undoubtedly will help prevent the Board from
launching a hannful investigation into the personal life and business of an appraiser without
sufficient cause for the investigation.
This same logic carries over to the second option under Idaho Code § 54-4107 for
initiating an investigation - a motion by the Board.

Cindy Stephenson f/kla Cindy Rowland

testified under cross-examination at the trial that no motion had ever been made by the Board to
perfonn the lanoush Investigation or Onnan Investigation. It is illogical to conclude that while
the first option to commence an investigation against an appraiser pursuant to § 54-4107 requires
completion of a sworn complaint, and all the infonnation required therein, that the Board's own
motion to initiate an investigation against an appraiser could be implied. The requirement of a
motion by the Board cannot simply be "implied" and thereby bypass the statutory requirement
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set forth in Idaho Code § 54-4107. Such a position is inconsistent and contrary to a rational
interpretation of Idaho Code § 54-4107. See intra Sweitzer v. Dean, 118 Idaho 568, 571-72, 798
P.2d 27,30-31 (1990).
Idaho Code § 54-4107 provides that conditions precedent must be met before an
investigation can be initiated. Any other interpretation il:,rnores the plain language of Idaho Code
§ 54-4107 and renders the statute meaningless.
Clearly, the legislature would not perform a superfluous act. It is a longstanding rule of
statutory construction to interpret a statute in a manner that will not nullify it. State v. Coleman,
128 Idaho 466,915 P.2d (Ct. App. 1996).
When interpreting the meaning of the language contained in a statute, this Court's
task is to give effect to the legislature's intent and purpose. In construing a statute,
the Supreme Court may examine the language used, reasonableness of the
proposed interpretations, and the policy behind the statutes. It is incumbent upon
this Court to interpret a statute in a manner that will not nullify it, and it is not to
be presumed that the legislature performed an idle act of enacting a superfluous
statute. The Supreme Court will not construe a statute in a way which makes mere
surplusage of provisions included therein. It is the duty of the courts in construing
statutes to harmonize and reconcile laws wherever possible and to adopt that
construction of statutory provision which harmonizes and reconciles it with other
statutory provisions. Any ambiguity in a statute should be resolved in favor of a
reasonable operation of the law." When construing the language contained in a
statute, this Court will construe statutory terms according to their plain, obvious,
and rational meanings.
Sweitzer v. Dean, 118 Idaho 568, 571-72, 798 P.2d 27,30-31 (1990) (internal citations omitted).

Here, as in Price v. Payette County Board of County Commissioners, the statutes and
policies governing the Board are in place for a specific purpose. Price, 131 Idaho at 430, 958
P.2d at 587. The Plaintiff in Price appealed from a decision of the Payette County Board of
County Commissioners ("Payette Board") arguing that the Payette Board failed to follow the
applicable statutory procedures for making a change to the comprehensive zoning plan. Id. The
Court in Price held that the procedure in place ensured that the Payette Board considered the
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overall development scheme of the county prIor to consideration of individual requests for
amendment. Id. In setting aside the Payette Board's decision, the Court held that the Payette
Board's amendment was "made upon unlawful procedure" and was in violation of the applicable
statutory authority. Id. at 431, 958 P.2d at 588. The Payette Board's action did not promote its
policies and diminished the value of Plaintiffs property. Id.
Likewise, I.C. § 54-4107 requires that certain conditions precedent be met before the
commencement of an investigation, which conditions cannot be ignored by the Board.

Like

Price, the Board failed to follow those statutory procedures and, as a result, Williams has been

harmed by that failure (i.e. the unauthorized investigation and resulting allegations harming
Williams' business and reputation). While this policy is not expressly stated by the legislature,
the legislature went to the trouble of drafting I. e. § 54-4107 after granting the Board the general
authority to conduct investigations and provided the specific method for conducting those
investigations. Williams' interpretation of the statute provides meaning for I.C. § 54-4107 and
reconciles the statute with other statutes granting the Board overall authority to conduct
investigations.
The plain language of I.C. § 54-4107 reqmres more than the Board's "initiative" or
"discretion" to commence an investigation of a licensed appraiser. In drafting

I.e.

§ 54-4107,

the legislature could have used the words initiative or discretion. Instead, the legislature stated
that an investigation could only be initiated upon a written sworn complaint or "upon its own
motion."

I.e. § 54-4107.

The term motion has legal significance and is defined in Black's Law

Dictionary as:

(1) a written or oral application requesting a court to make a specified ruling or
order, and (2) A proposal made in a meeting, in a form suitable for its
consideration and action, that the meeting (or the organization for which the
meeting is acting) take a certain action or view. A motion may be a main motion
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or a secondary motion. A motion technically becomes a "question" when the
chair states if for the meeting's consideration.
Black's Law Dictionary (8th Ed. 2004). As it is defined, the term motion requires a fonnal
proposal and is not synonymous with one's initiative.
Moreover, even if the Board desired to assign its ability to commence an investigation
upon its own motion to IBOL, the Board cannot create administrative rules or enter into contracts
that are inconsistent with an Idaho statute. "[A]dministrative rules are invalid which do not
carry into effect the legislature's intent as revealed by existing statutory law .... " Holy
Care Center v. State, Dept. of Employment, 110 Idaho 76, 78, 714 P.2d 45,47 (1986) (emphasis
added).

"Generally, a valid rule or regulation duly promulgated by a public administrative

agency is binding on the agency, and on individual officials and agents thereof, even when the
administrative action is discretionary in nature, unless such rule or regulation is inconsistent
with statute .... " 73 C.J.S. Public Administrative Law and Procedure § 174 (emphasis added).
Moreover, any policy adopted by IBOL will not have the force of law because IBOL is not an
administrative agency. See Zattiero v. Homedale School Dist. No. 370, 137 Idaho 568,571,51
P.3d 382, 385 (2002).

Idaho Code § 54-4107 mandates that certain statutory conditions

precedent be met in order to initiate an investigation, which conditions cannot be rendered
meaningless by any Board agreement or policy.
IBOL and the Board chose to disregard the procedures mandated by Idaho Code and
their own adopted policies.

By doing so, they ignored the very rules that no doubt were

implemented to ensure the validly and integrity of the investigation process, as well as provide
safeguards to an appraiser' livelihood, reputation, and privacy.
Williams has sustained substantial injury as a result of the Board's failure to comply with
Idaho Code § 54-4107 and its investigation procedures. Williams' reputation and business have
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been injured by the investigation and will continue to be damaged as a result of the Board's
violation of I.e. § 54-4107. Williams' customers and colleagues have been contacted regarding
the allegations in the Janoush letter and Onnan letter, which has hanned Williams' business and
reputation. The Complaint and Amended Complaint are a matter of public records and contain
numerous allegations that were based upon the unauthorized Janoush Investigation and Orman
Investigation. The fact remains that no sworn complaint was ever provided to the Board and no
motion was ever made by the Board prior to conducting the Janoush Investigation and Omlan
Investigation. As a result, the Janoush Investigation and Onnan Investigation were conducted
upon unlawful procedure and in violation ofIdaho Code § 54-4107 and the Board's and IBOL's
adopted policy and procedures. Therefore, the resulting causes of action based upon the lanoush
Investigation and Onnan Investigation and contained in the March 7, 2011, Amended Complaint
should be dismissed.
At the hearing on May 10, 2012, the Court inquired if unlawful procedure was followed
by the Board, would such unlawful procedure mandate dismissal with prejudice of all such
claims or merely requiring the Board to start over on the investigation. There is no way to start
over and such a decision would be inappropriate. There is no way to unring the bell and start
over. Thus, where, as here, the unlawful procedure so tainted the process which deprived Mr.
Williams of his chosen livelihood, the decision of the Board should be reversed and Mr.
Williams is entitled to a dismissal with prejudice.

D.

Alleged Violations ofIdaho Code §54-4107 (l)(c), (d), and (e).
The Final Order states that the Board found Williams violated (i) Idaho Code §54-4107

(c) as to the Wells Fargo RETECH bidding system, (ii) Idaho Code §54-4107(c) and (e) as to
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personal inspection certificates on two appraisals; and (iii) Idaho Code §54-4107(d) and (e) as to
the Donnelly Appraisal. See R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 96.
Idaho Code §54-41 07 (2005 version) states:
a. Idaho Code §54-4107 - DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS.
(1) The board shall upon a written sworn complaint or may upon its own
motion_investigate the actions of any state licensed or certified real estate
appraiser and may suspend or revoke any license or certificate issued under this
chapter for any of the following:
(c) Making any substantial misrepresentation, false promIses, or false or
fraudulent representation;
(d) Violating the provisions of this chapter or any rules of the board;
(e) Being negligent or incompetent, as defined in the uniform standards of
professional appraisal practices in developing an appraisal and preparing an
appraisal report or in communicating an appraisal;

Thus, the Board is specifically empowered to suspend or revoke the license of an
appraiser for "making any substantial misrepresentation" and "being negligent or incompetent."
Here, Williams contends that the Board's decision to revoke his license was improper because
the discipline imposed by the Board violates due process since the standards articulating the
basis for discipline failed to adequately warn Mr. Williams as to what acts would subject him to
discipline.
As stated by the Idaho Supreme Court in H & V Engineering. Inc. v. Idaho State Bd. of

Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, 113 Idaho 646, 649, 747 P.2d 55, 58 (1987), "[t]he
right to practice a chosen profession is a valuable property right which cannot be deprived unless
one is provided with the safeguards of due process." Id. at 649, 747 P.2d at 58 (citing Schware v.

Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S. 232, 77 S.Ct. 752, 1 L.Ed.2d 796 (1957) (lawyer); Tuma v.
Board oj'Nursing, 100 Idaho 74, 593 P.2d 711 (1979) (nurse); Ferguson v. Board of Trustees of
Bonner County School Dist. No. 82, 98 Idaho 359, 564 P.2d 971 (1977) (teacher». Thus, the
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discipline imposed by the Board triggers due process because the revocation of Mr. Williams'
license deprives him, an appraiser, of his chosen livelihood. See ld.
First, a violation of Idaho Code §54-4I 07( d) requires a finding that Williams violated the
rules of the Board or the provisions of Title 54 - Chapter 41. No evidence of the Board's rules
and no evidence of an alleged violation of Chapter 41 were ever entered into the record or
briefed by the Board. As a result, the grounds upon which Mr. Williams was disciplined by the
Board for any alleged violation ofIdaho Code 54-4107( d) are unconstitutionally vague and must
be reversed. H & V Engineering, 113 Idaho at 649-50, 747 P.2d at 58-59. Moreover, unless the
Court is willing to interpret subsection (d) to be purely duplicitous of subsection (c), subsection
(d) must relate to something else and there is no finding of what is that something else.
Accordingly, the Board's finding that Williams violated Idaho Code §54-4107(d) should be
reversed.
Second, Idaho Code §54-41 07( e) requires that Williams be found to be "negligent" or
"incompetent" as defined by the Uniform of Standard of Professional Appraisal Practices
("US PAP"). However, the unrefuted testimony of Ted Whitmer is that USPAP does not define
"negligence" or "incompetent." See R. Agency Tr. at p. 841, l. 20-24. Absent a definition of the
acts which would subject Mr. Williams to discipline, the grounds upon which Mr. Williams was
disciplined by the Board are unconstitutionally vague. See H & V Engineering, 113 Idaho at 64950, 747 P.2d at 58-59.

Accordingly, the Final Order as to an alleged violation by Williams of

Idaho Code §54-4107(e) must be reversed.
Finally, in order to find Williams violated Idaho Code §54-41 07( c), the Board must
specifically find that there was a "substantial misrepresentation," "false promises," or "false or
fraudulent misrepresentations." The Hearing Officer David Wynkoop found that a "substantial
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error" occurred when Williams allegedly failed to report correctly the availability of sewer
service to the Donnelly property. Mr. Wynkoop then found this failure was misleading to the
intended user, U.S. Bank, even though no testimony from U.S. Bank was ever presented to
establish that U.S. Bank was ever misled as to anything in relation to the appraisal. Nevertheless,
there is no specific finding that a "substantial misrepresentation" ever occurred. See R. Agency,
Vol. IL at Tab No. 88, p. 30.

Similarly, with respect to the inspection of properties, specifically those identified in
Exhibits 45 and 54, the Hearing Officer specifically concluded that, based upon inferences
available, that Mr. Williams' conduct constituted only a "misrepresentation." R. Agency, Vol. II,
at Tab No. 88, p. 18. The Hearing Officer then concludes that Mr. Williams violated Idaho Code

§ 54-4107(c) and (e). R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 88, p. 19.
As noted above, any alleged violation of Idaho Code § 54-4107(e) and the sanction
imposed therefore should be reversed as unconstitutional. Moreover, as to the alleged violation
of Idaho Code § 54-41 07(c), the record does not support the Hearing Officer's conclusion,
especially where, as here, the Hearing Officer specifically concluded that a "misrepresentation"
occurred, but not one that was "substantial." Similarly, the Board never made a finding that a
"substantial misrepresentation" ever occurred. See, R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 96. Instead the
Board simply found that Williams had violated Idaho Code §§54-4107(1)(c). See R. Agency, Vol.
II, at Tab No. 96, p. 2,

~2.

Absent a specific finding that a "substantial misrepresentation"

occurred, the Board cannot find that Williams violated Idaho Code §54-4107(1)(c).
These factual shortcomings only further highlight the issue that plagued the Board's
decision warranting reversal: that the standards upon which the Board disciplined Mr. Williams
did not warn Mr. Williams of the prohibited conduct. Unwritten standards based solely upon the
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discretion of the Hearing Officer and the Board, "unknown to members of the profession and
reviewing courts cannot survive due process scrutiny." H & V Engineering, 113 Idaho at 652,
747 P.2d at 61. Consequently, the Board's decision to revoke the license of Mr. Williams must
be reversed.

E.

Wells Fargo RETECH Electronic Bidding System - Count One.

Item Nos. 8, 9, and 10 on Williams' Notice of Appeal deal with the Board's
determination that Williams violated Idaho Code §54-4107 when he showed Scott Calhoun that
Wells Fargo Bank had established the RETECH bidding system with each appraiser's email as
the user name and eaeh appraiser's initials as the password. Mr. Williams has never denied that
when Wells Fargo Bank came out with its RETECH bidding system in 2002 he, out of curiosity,
logged into the first page of the system under another appraiser's name, and that he showed this
to Scott Calhoun. Mr. Williams acknowledged this with client, Dean Emanuels, partner Sam
Langston, and employees Scott Calhoun and Tony Orman. However, there is absolutely no
evidence that Tim Williams ever reviewed another appraiser's bid on an appraisal project,
changed his own bid in order to bid lower than another appraiser, or received an appraisal project
based upon this conduct. Wells Fargo Bank instituted the electronic bidding system (RETECH
Bidding System) for its benefit and all "approved" appraisers were invited to submit their bids
for projects via this system. All of the alleged conduct of Williams occurred in the summer of
2002.
Brad lanoush attempted to implicate Williams by testifying his Wells Fargo Bank work
decreased and he gave an example of how he intentionally submitted a bid on a project at a very
low rate and he was still under bid. See R. Agency, Vol. II, Tab No. 88, pp. 6-7,
Fact).

~22

(Findings of

However, there is no evidence as to who was the winning bidder and no evidence that
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Williams received the project. lanoush could have been under bid by anyone. Again the Board,
could have singly subpoenaed Wells Fargo Bank to testify at the trial as to who received the bid,
but the Board did not do so. In addition, the Board's Final Order on page II, second paragraph,
states "that the Knipe lanoush Knipe finn suffered a reduction of business as a direct result," and
this statement is also unsupported by the facts.

Under cross-examination, Brad lanoush

acknowledged that his co-principals, Brad Knipe and Trey Knipe, could not determine that any
reduction of work with Wells Fargo Bank had actually occurred. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 216, l.
25, p. 217, /. 1-25, p. 218, l. 1-4; see also, R. Exhs. at Exhibit No. 104, p. 2. In addition, Brad
Knipe provided information to the investigator, Cindy Stephenson f/k/a Cindy Rowland, as
reflected in Exhibit 104, on page 2, that the Wells Fargo Bank assignments actually increased
with the Knipe lanoush Knipe firm during the relevant time period. See, R. Agency Tr. at p. 133,
/. 13-16.
For clarity of the record, the Findings of Fact, page 9, first paragraph, references that
Williams admitted under oath that he entered into the Wells Fargo RETECH System under Brad
lanoush's user name and password. However, no deposition of Williams was ever admitted into
evidence, and, thus, this finding is inappropriate and lacks support in the evidence. Nevertheless,
Williams has never denied to have shown Scott Calhoun during the summer of 2002 how Wells
Fargo Bank set up the RETECH electronic bidding system.
There exists no evidence of any nefarious conduct, anyone being injured or damaged, or
Williams gaining any benefit. There is no evidence of a single bid being reviewed, or a single bid
being amended after reviewing a bid. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 392, I. 12-17. There is further no
evidence that this occurred beyond the summer of 2002. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 364, l. 23-25, p.
365, l. 1-3. None of what occurred rises to the level of violation of Idaho Code
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~54-4107.

Finally, there is no evidence from Wells Fargo Bank or any other source that Wells Fargo
Bank ever intended its RETECH bidding system to be confidential and/or proprietary (i.e., Wells
Fargo Bank had already approved each of the appraisers on the system so Wells Fargo Bank
theoretically would economically benefit from a bidding war amongst appraisers), or that
Williams accessed the RETECH system, other than for curiosity, to gain any advantage or
benefit or that Williams ever did gain any advantage or benefit. Mr. Dean Emanuels testified
that the RETECH bidding system was simplistic in nature wherein access name was the first
initial of the person's name and their last name and the password was the person's three initials.
See, R. Agency Tr. at p. 955, L. J8-22. The Board could have subpoenaed an employee of Wells
Fargo Bank to testify at the trial of this matter, but the Board elected not to do so. Issuance of a
subpoena and service upon Wells Fargo Bank, which has numerous branches located in Boise,
would have been a very simple procedure for the Board. As the party with the burden of proof,
the Board's failure to present any evidence of the intent of Wells Fargo can only be construed
against the Board.
Thus, the Board's determination that Williams violated Idaho Code §54-4107

IS

not

supported by the evidence, and the Board's decision should be reversed pursuant to Idaho Code
§67-5279(3)(d) and (e).

F.

Inspection of Properties - Counts Two and Three.
Notice of Appeal Issues Nos. 11, 12, and 13 of Williams' Notice of Appeal relate to the

Board's determination that Williams violated Idaho Code § 54-4107(c) and (e) by signing the
appraisal certificate that he personally inspected the properties when he allegedly did not do

SO.3

The Board's findings relate only to the Centers Partners' appraisal report, Exhibit 45, and the

.1

See also discussion re: H& V Engineering, Section D, supra.
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Oneida appraisal report, Exhibit 54. R. Exhs. at Exhibit No. 45 and Exhibit No. 54. There were
an additional 35 allegations which were found to be unsubstantiated.
First, both Williams' expert, Ted Whitmer, and the Board's expert, lody Graham, concur
that there is no requirement upon an appraiser to personally or physically inspect property in
relation to an appraisal assignment. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 833, l. 12-25; p. 834, l. 1-7; and p.
558, l. 14-16. Thus, there is no violation ofIdaho Code merely by not personally or physically

inspecting property. Rather, the alleged violation found by the Board in its Final Order is that
Williams represented he had personally inspected the property in his certificate, when he
allegedly did not do so.
Second, Williams asserts he did personally inspect the subject properties and his
certificate is evidence of the same. See, R. Exhs. at Exhibit 104, p. 7. Williams also confirmed
with Cindy Rowland that he had personally inspected each property. See, R. Exhs. at Exhibit 104,
p. 7.

Third, it is accurate the certificates for both of the described appraisals state that personal

inspection of the property was performed.
Ted Whitmer testified that a personal inspection is not defined in USP AP, see R. Agency
Tr. at p. 842, l. 4-8; and p. 885, l. 20-25, but may encompass, but does not have to encompass,

physical inspection of the property, a review of photographs of the property, a review of site
plans and maps of the property, and/or review of any other credible or reliable documentation
about the property. The Board's only evidence in relation to these two counts was the testimony
of Scott Calhoun and Tony Orman that they believed there was insufficient time for Williams to
have physically inspected the properties. This negative inference was found to be insufficient by
the Hearing Officer David Wynkoop to meet the Board's burden of proof on all of such claims
except the above two appraisals. Again, the Board could have called Williams as a witness and
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asked him to describe the details and characteristics of the properties and how he personally
inspected them via physical inspection, site plans, photographs, etc. However, the Board did not
do this. Thus, as explained by Ted Whitmer, USPAP only requires the certificate of the appraiser
as evidence in the appraisal file of a personal inspection and the certificates were all properly
included and signed. Thus, the Board lacked substantial evidence to find that Mr. Williams'
conduct violated Idaho Code § 54-4107(c) - substantial misrepresentation, or (e) - negligence.
Accordingly, the Board's Final Order on Counts Two and Three of the Board's Amended
Complaint should be reversed.

G.

Donnelly Appraisal - Count Eight.
Notice of Appeal Issue No. 14 of Williams' Notice of Appeal relates to Count Eight in

the Amended Complaint and the Board's determination that Williams violated Idaho Code §544107.
The Board alleged that (i) assemblage of the 63-acre and 5-acre parcel, (ii) time
adjustments in the appraisal, (iii) sewer adjustments in the appraisal, (iv) failure to fully list the
historical offers, current listings of the property and contract of sale, (v) analyzation of
comparable sales, and (vi) the ultimate opinion of value in the appraisal, were in error and a
violation of Idaho Code §54-4107 and USPAP. See R. Agency, Vol. I, at Tab No. 54. Hearing
Officer David E. Wynkoop found in favor of Williams on all allegations by the Board except in
relation to the availability of sewer service to the property. See R. Agency, Vol. II, at Tab No. 88,

pp.26-34.
First the Board's expert, lody Graham acknowledged she was not opining as to whether a
violation of Idaho law occurred. Second, lody Graham acknowledged that her certifications on
her own desk reviews of Tim Williams' appraisals were in error, thus impeaching her own
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credibility. See, R. Exhs.

al

E'thibit S9. Bill Eddy, an employee of the North Lake Sewer District

testified that sewer was nearby the property, but that there did not exist current capacity for the
subject property. See, R. Agency Tr. at p. 4191. 15-22. However, Mr. Eddy further testified that
all the comparable sales utilized by Williams in his Donnelly appraisal report had similar or
comparable access to sewer as the subject property. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 431, I. 13-20.
Mike Victory, the appraiser who assisted Williams with the preparation of the Donnelly
appraisal, testified that he had confirmed with four separate people, namely Jerry Elrod with the
City of Donnelly, Becky Johnstone, the Board's witness with Knipe Land Company, the
proposed owner, Brad Clahr, and John with the North Lake Sewer District, that the sewer was
nearby and the comparables used by Williams had similar sewer access. See R. Agency Tr. at p.
620, l. 12-15. In addition, Exhibit 808 establishes Becky Johnstone even listed the subject
property as stating that "NLSD (North Lake Sewer District) is nearby." See, R. Exhs. at Exhibit
808, p. 5. Thus, no sewer adjustment was made to comparable sales on Williams' Donnelly
appraisal report.
The Donnelly appraisal report, Exhibit 802, does not contain any representation that
sewer was immediately available to the subject property. Rather, on page 48 of the appraisal
report, a statement is simply made that the utility availability of the subject property in
comparison to the comparable sales was considered similar, and therefore no adjustment had
been made. In addition, on the page 44 of the appraisal report, Exhibit 802, utility available of
the subject property was identified as "power." Thus, because the comparable sales had similar
sewer availability, no adjustments were made and no misrepresentations occurred. It is again
important to mention that the applicable standard pursuant to Idaho law is not whether a
misrepresentation was made, an error was made, or an appraisal report is confusing in any way,
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rather the standard set forth by Idaho Code §S4-4107(c) is whether a "substantial
misrepresentation" was made. This standard was clearly not met by the Board. Accordingly,
Williams respectfully requests the court reverse the Board's Final Order and find in favor of
Williams on Count Eight.
H.

Brad Janoush's Bias/Prejudice of the Board.

The Hearing Officer, David Wynkoop specifically found, "[ c ]learly Mr. lanoush was
biased. Mr. lanoush went to great lengths to inform others of the inappropriate RETECH access
by Mr. Williams. Mr. lanoush believed that Mr. Williams' Idaho appraisal license should be
revoked. He even went so far as to advise Mr. Williams to leave town, and if he failed to do so,
Mr. lanoush would see that Mr. Williams' license was revoked." See R. Agency, Vol. IL at Tab
88, p. 8 (Findings of Fact).

In December 2008, Mr. lanoush was appointed to the Board. See, R. Agency, Vol. IL at
Tab No. 88, p. 4 (Findings of Fact). Thereafter, in August of 2010, he was elected Chairman of

the Board. See R. Vol. I, at p. 000392-397. It is unknown how far into this litigation Brad
lanoush elected to participate actively and influence fellow Board members. However, the
March 21, 2011, Board minutes reflect that 3 Y2 years into the litigation Brad lanoush was
refusing to recuse himself despite the recommendation of Board counsel to do so. See R., Va!. f,
at p. 000398-399, and R. Agency Tr. at p. 205, l. 14-25; p. 206, l. 1-25; and p. 207, 1. 1-14.

As a result of Brad lanoush's refusal to recuse himself in direct opposition to the
recommendation of Board counsel, Roger Hales, the Board members, all of whom were on the
Board since August 16, 2010, and who ultimately voted in favor of the Final Order, were tainted
and biased by the participation of Mr. lanoush. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 206. I. J 7-20. As the
Court is aware, once a potential jurist, judge, or Board member is tainted there is no unwinding
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of the taint and they simply cannot serve as a trier of fact anymore. Thus, the Board members
having been subject to this bias could not in a non-biased impartial fashion evaluate the evidence
and issue the Final Order. Brad lanoush testified at the trial of this matter. In addition, Brad
lanoush attended the trial of this matter on days subsequent to his testimony, further evidencing
his avid interest and bias in relation to the matter. See R. Agency Tr. at p. 740, I. 7-11.
Accordingly, the entire Board had a conflict of interest and should have recused itself
from the Williams matter because it had the inability to evaluate the evidence and render a
decision without bias and the conflict of interest.
I.

The Board's Final Order was Arbitrary, Capricious, and an Abuse of Discretion.
The Board's Final Order imposed a revocation of Williams' license, a $4,000.00 fine, and

a potential award of attorneys' fees and costs. Recognizing the enormity of the hurdle to prevail
on a claim that the Board abused its discretion, Petitioner submits that this case presents just that
factual scenario: In particular, that the Board, in revoking Mr. Williams' license, grossly
mischaracterized the number of claims that it actually prevailed upon to claim that Mr. Williams'
conduct justified the sanction of revoking Mr. Williams' right to practice his chosen profession.
The Board entered its decision to revoke Mr. Williams' license, a punitive sanction that, even
before the Hearing Officer entered his findings, Mr. lanoush had already guaranteed by his
conduct in disseminating his anger and bias against Mr. Williams.
In further support, the Board asserted 41 separate claims of violations against Williams
which were encompassed within nine counts (i.e. Count One - I claim; Count Two, 12 claims;
Count Three - 4 claims; Count Four - 18 claims; Count Five - I claim; Count Six - 1 claim;
Count Seven - 2 claims; Count Eight - 1 claim; Count Nine - 1 claim). See R. Agency, Vol. 1,
Tab No.1. Williams prevailed on 37 of the claims and the Board prevailed on 4 of the claims.
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See R. Agency, Vol.

If,

at Tab No. 88 and Tab No. 96. Thus, Williams prevailed on 90.24% of

the claims alleged by the Board. The Board was not a disinterested party when it levied its
sanction against Mr. Williams. As the complaining and prosecuting party, the Board was no
doubt swayed by its own allegations, regardless of having prevailed upon the same, when it
issued the most punitive sanction available. Assuming arguendo that Williams violated Idaho
law in any way, the Board's discipline is punitive in nature and is not consistent, does not fit the
alleged violations, and ultimately was arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion.

J.

Attorney Fees - Board's Memorandum Decision and Order on Costs and Fees
The Board's decision to award itself attorney fees and costs was reversed by the district

court. That issue is upon appeal pursuant to the Board's Amended Notice of Cross-Appeal. R.,
Vol. L at p 000621-626. Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 34(c), Appellant/Cross-Respondent

submits the district court properly reversed the Board's decision and reserves briefing upon this
issue pending the submission of Cross-Appellant's brief.
K.

Attorney Fees
Should Williams be deemed the prevailing party in this appeal, he requests his attorney

fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117.

v.

CONCLUSION AND RELIEF SOUGHT

For the reasons stated above, Williams respectfully requests that the Court:
1.

Reverse the Board's February 27, 2012, Final Order, hold that the lanoush

Investigation and Orman Investigation were initiated in violation of Idaho Code § 54-4107
and/or the adopted procedures. and policies of IBOL and the Board, and dismiss with prejudice
all claims against Williams;
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2.

Dismiss Counts One through Eight in the March 7, 2011, Amended Complaint

based upon the Board not having met its burden of proof, and there being no "substantial
misrepresentation ";
3.

Reverse the Board's Final Order based upon Board misconduct and bias, and a

denial of Williams' due process rights to a fair and impartial trial;
4.

Dismiss Counts One through Eight in the March 7, 2011, Amended Complaint

based upon the Board's Final Order being (i) arbitrary, (ii) capricious, and (iii) an abuse of
discretion;
5.

Reverse the Board's revocation of Williams' license and imposition of a fine

based upon the Board's Final Order being (i) arbitrary, (ii) capricious, and (iii) an abuse of
discretion;
6.

For an award of Williams' attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-

117; and
7.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

.

v(

DATED thIS ZOday of November, 2013.
JONES + GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN + GOURLEY,

By:
Kimbell D. Gour! ,Of
Attorneys for Appella
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Roger 1. Hales
Bruce 1. Castleton
NAYLOR & HALES, P.c.
950 Bannock St., Ste. 610
Boise, ID 83702
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